
***THERE WILL BE NO WAIT LIST OR EXTRA ATTENDEES ALLOWED INTO WORKSHOPS THAT ARE FULL*** 

AM WORKSHOPS    8:00-12:00 
1. Methodology for Sub Surface Utility Layout: Lisa Whitson- Bentley Systems 

In this hands-on course you will learn the various methods for Drainage and Utility 
layout.  The workshop will cover how to place inlets with physical and hydraulic accuracy, 
speed and confidence, how to Import drainage from Graphical features, pull data from GIS 
and bring forward legacy drainage data. 

2. Mastering the Corridor: Christiana Holmes- Bentley Systems 
This course teaches the core skills necessary to work with corridors. The course begins with 
what 2D and 3D elements get created and how the 2D and 3D models interact with one 
another. You will learn how to override template geometry with Point Controls and End 
Condition Exceptions, how to target something other than the existing terrain, and how to 
assign Superelevation to a corridor. 

3. Trimble Business Center: Holly Urbain- Seiler Instrument 
This workshop will have four main topic areas spread over the 4 hour time period. We will 
learn how to setup and customize TBC. We will also cover integrating GNSS data with Dini 
Level Data. The points spreadsheet will be used for data analysis of 3D areas, volumes and 
reporting. Lastly, we will work with corridor models from design in XML, RXL and Imodel 
formats and leverage Trimble Access to edit the models during construction. 

4. Using OpenBridge Modeler- Steve Willoughby- Bentley Systems 
This hands-on workshop will introduce you to the world of OpenBridge Modeler. You will 
learn how to create a model for a prestressed girder, steel girder and a segmental bridge 
with the modeler. Following the creation of the model, you will transition this model to the 
design and analytics solutions (LEAP Bridge Concrete, LEAP Bridge Steel and RM Bridge) 
individually. We will review some of the design, analytics and reporting features in each 
solution with the major focus on the model.. 

PM WORKSOPS   1:00-5:00    
5. Intermediate to Advanced Microstation Training: Jeanne Aarhus- Aarhus Associates 

This session is designed to get the beginning MicroStation user beyond the introductory 
level and efficient using more advanced concepts and commands. Learn to work with 
reference files, level symbology, saved views, and custom linestyles. If you have been using 
MicroStation the same way for years, and don’t have time for command adventures at 
work, attend this class to progress to the next level. 

6. Defining End Conditions and Modeling a Superelevated Divided Highway: Lisa Whitson- Bentley 
Systems 

This hands-on training teaches how to create and make major modifications to template 
side slopes (end conditions). This training focuses on the side slopes connecting the 
template hinge to the tie down point. You will learn how to create end conditions with 



multiple cut and fill slope solutions, cut slopes with a ditch adjacent to the hinge, walls, and 
forced right-of-way solutions. 

7. Accelerating Roadway Conceptual Designs and Alternatives: Ray Filipiak- Bentley Systems 
Advanced - This course teaches tools and techniques that can be used to model an at grade 
intersection. It will focus on OpenRoads methods, such as using Linear Templates, Quick 
Profile Transitions, and Surface Templates to provide flexibility and efficiency in addressing 
the varied needs and circumstances that arise when designing an at-grade intersection. 

8. LEAP Bridge Steel Workshop: Steve Willoughby- Bentley Systems 
Learn how to model a steel I-girder bridge with field splices. Course covers the function for 
loading, analysis, design and rating. Generate reports and design code check the structure. 
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